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HOW TO MÄKE A TEXT PRODUCTION SYSTEM SPEAK

Bengt Sigurd

Several- Lext production models implemented on computers are
able to print grammatical sentences and coherent text, see e.g.
Mann & Matthiessen (1983), AIIén (t9821, Sigurd (1983). rt is
an interesting task to make such a text production system speak,
but few researchers have ventured to solve the additlonal-
problems caused by a verbalization system which is intended to
speak j-n a natural way.

Trying to sj-mulate human speech behaviour by computer throws
J-ight on the v¡hole production model, particularly if the system
is required to have some psychological reality by simulating
spontaneous speech \^/ith its hesitation pauses, repetitions and
errors

This paper will show how even a simple synthesízer, Votrax,
interfaced v/ith the system Commentator, see Sigurd (1983) ,

Fornell (1983) rai-ses interesting questions about the phonetic
representation of words, ways of packing sounds into prosodic
units, pauses, mistakes in the execution processes and the
place of sound laws in a model of a human speaker. The Votrax
can pronounce some 60 American English sounds and offers 4

p.itch leveIs; it cannot, of course, be expected to produce
high quality Swedish. It is used here for explorative and ex-
perimental purposes as is the whole Commentator system.

The problem of producing naturally sounding speech is also
attested in experiments with text-to-speech systems, see Carlson
& Granström (1978). Such systems, however, have printed text
as j-nput which creates additional problems. They have to be
able to derive a phonetic transcription from the printed
version, which e.g. means pronouncing th, ng and sh, as single



sounds, deriving stress i¡r ivr¡rd; iitít!-r ¿ìs t¡_p.9!!, rvhlch is very
dj-fficult and in fac.L ::equires comp::ehension of the t-ext.

COMMENTATORIS II'JPUT TO A SPESCH -J;ìODUCTION SYS,I'EÀI

The generaf outline Õf the CominenLator is presented in fig. 'l

after Sigurd (198J) . The input to this moile_t of verbal pro-
duction is perceptual data or equivalent coordinate values,
e.g,informatj-on about persons and obiects on a sct:een. These
primary perceptual facts constitute the basis for various
cafculations in order to derive secondary facts and conclusions
ebout movements and relations such as dis'ùances, directíons,
right/Ieft, overT'under, fronL/back, closeness, goals and in-
tentions of the persons invo]ved. The Commentator produces
comments consisting of grammatical- sentences making up coherent
and welf-formed (although often boring) text. Some typical
comments are shown be1ow.

A question menu, different for different situations, suggests
topics leading to propositions which are considered appropriate
under the circumstances and. their truth val-ues are tested
against the primary and secondary facts of the worl-d known to
the system. If a proposition is found to be true, it is accepted
as a protosentence and verbalized by various lexical, refer-
ential, syntactic and textual subroutines. If e.g. the pro-
position CLOSE (ADAM, EVE) is verified after measuring the
distance bet\..¡een the two referents Adam and Eve and comparing
it with the standard for closeness between human beings, the
Iexical subroutines try to find out how closeness should be
expressed in the Language (Commentator has maj_nly produced
Swedish), referentiaf subroutines determine r,¡hether pronouns
coul-d be used instead of the proper names of the persons and
textual proced.ures investiEate whet-her connectives such as
hourever, also or perhaps contrastìve stress should be inserted,
In the printing version of Commentaior alf the words in the
senterìce are packed into a string before t_hey are printecl.

The Commentator can deliver ',vords cne at a i-ime vhose meairinq,
slrnt-actic and texl:ual functions are rvell-defined Lhrcr.tcth r_he

verbalizar-ion processes. ForLhe ¡-.rinting \.¡et:sion of Con¡¡e¡+ ìtor
these wc::cls a.re characte::rze'1 .by,,,¡¡u¡",rat i¡.a¡ker::; a:e t-ieecie:l
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to get correct printing (spe1ling, \4rord spaces, punctuation
marks). The input to a speaking version of Commentator must be
a phonetic transcript.ion, but the details of this and whatever
additional Ínformation is required in order to produce prosodic
units with the proper intonation and stress patterns has to be
discovered by empirical and experimental studies and work with
models such as the one presented in this paper.

tines Conponent Task Result (sample)
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A SIMPLE SPEEC;] SYNTHESIS DEVTCE

The fundamental dif ference L)etween a priirting and a sp.eaking
verbal production model musL, of course, be that the rvords of
the speaking version have to be coded in some phonetic lran-
scription, which serves as instructions for a speech synthesis
device simulating human articulation. The tr-anscription depends
on the speech synthesis system to be used.

The experimental system presented in this paper uses a Votrax
speech synthesis unit (for a presentation see Giarcia, I9A2l .

Although it is a very simple system designed to enable computers
to deliver spoken output such as numbers, short ínstructj-ons
etc, it has some experimental potentials. It forces the re-
searcher to take a stand on a number of int.eresting issues and
make theories about speech production more concrete. The Votrax
is an inex¡:ensive a¡dunsophisticated synthesis device and it is
not our intention to achieve perfect pronunciation using this
circuit, of course. The circuj_t, rather, provides a simple
way of do.ing research in the fietd of speech production.

Votrax simulates the human vocal apparatus by means of a

harmonic source (for vowefs and voiced consonants) and. a noise
source (for voiceless consonants), supplemented with f-ilters.
Information about the sounds to be produced is given according
to the LPC technique. Votrax (which is in fact based on a

circuit named SC-01 sold under several trade names) offers a

choice of some 60 (American) English sounds (aftophones) and
4 pitch levels. A sound must be transcrlbed by its numerical
code and a pitch level, represented by one of the figures
0,1,2,3. The pitch figures correspond roughly to the male
.Ievels 65,90,110,130 Hz. Votrax offers no way of changing the
arplitude or the duratíon, but choice of pitch levef as wefl_ as
choice between long/shcrt and stressed/unstressed sounds
(allophones) can be made with some success.

Votrax is designed for (American) English and j.f usecl to
synthesize other languages it wiJ-I, of coLlrse, add an English
flavour. It can, however, be used at least to produce intetfi-
gible words for sever:al ot,her languages, Of course, some sounds
may be lackíng, e.g. Swedish u and y and soine sounds malr be
slightly clif f e;:en'., ?.s e. q. Srvedish sh-, r:Ìr-, r-, anC l-so¡,incls "
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Long, short and stressed, unstressed variants are found for
some vowels, and if used v¡ith some ingenuity the inventory of
sounds may serve faírly well, for several languages provided
the foreiqn accent and the robot voice are accepted.

English model words containing the sounds and infor¡nation about
the duration of the sounds are gj-ven in the manual, but this
information is certainly not sufficient for the phonetician.
The synthesis device seems to have been constructed for
technical purposes without consulting a phonetician or linguist
and the presentation of the device is very unsystematic from
the point of view of a language professional.

Most Swedish words can be pronounced intelligibly by the Votrax.
The pitch levels have been found to be sufficient for the
production of the Swedish word tones: accent 1 (acute) as in
and-en (the duck) and accent 2 (grave) as in ande-n (the spirit)
(For detaits about the word accents see Gårding ' 1977 ) . Accent
1 can be rendered by the pitch seguence 20 and accent 2 by the
sequence 22 on the stressed syllable (the beginning) of the
vrords. Stressed syllab1es have to include at least one 2. I¡Jord

tones and stress are necessary characteristics of Swedish words

and must be given in the lexicon.

Words are transcribed in the Votrax alphabet by series of
numbers for the sounds and their pitch levels. The Swedish word

höger (right) may be given by the series 2'7,2,58,0,28,0,35'0,
43,1, where 27,58,28,35,43 are the sounds corresponding to
h,ö:,g,e,r, respectively and the figures 2,0, elcc after each

sound are the pitch fevels of each sound. The vtord höger sounds

Amerj-can because of the ö, which sounds tike the (retroflex)
vowel in bird, but it is assigned the proper accent 1 by the
sequence 20. The 1 on one of the following unstressed syllables
is introcluced in order to get some variation. No detaifed
systematic studies of the effects of various combinations of
sound.s and pitches have been undertaken and the Votrax has

not been evaluated properly by phoneticians to my knowledge.

The pronunciation (execution) of the words is handled by

instructions in a computer program, which transmits the in-
formation to the sound generators and the filters. Some pro-
gramming detaifs wil-l be given below, but the technicaÌ detaifs
are outside the scope of this paper.
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PAUSES AND PROSODIC UNITS IN SPEECH

The spoken text produced by hurnan beings is normally divided
by pauses into parts of several words (prosodic units), There
is no generally accepted theory explaining the location and
duration of the pauses and the intonation and stress patterns
ín the prosodic units. Many observations have, however, been
made, see Dechert & Raupach (1980),

The printing version of Commentator collects a1I l-etters and
spaces j-nto a stríng before they are printed. A speaking
version trying to simulate at least some of the production
processes cannot, of course, produce words one at a time \^/ith
pauses corresponding to the word spaces, nor produce all_ the
words of a sentence as one prosodic unit. A speaklng version
intended to have some psychological reality must be designed
to be able to produce prosodic unlts incluiting 3-5 word+ cf
Svartvik (1982) and lasting 1-2 seconds,see Jönsson, Mandersson
& Sigurd (1983). How this should be achieved may be a called
chunking proble¡n. It has been noted that the chunks of spon-
taneous speech are generally shorter than in text read a1oud.

The text chunks have internal intonation and stress patterns
often described as superimposed on the words. That is why they
may be called prosodic units. Deriving these internal prosodic
patterns may be called the intra-chunk We may also
talk about the inter-chunk problem having to do with the
relations e.g. in pitch, betv¿een succesive chunks.

For t'he purpose of simulating at least some of these features
by Votrax we will touch upon these problems and discuss
different hrays to controf chunking and pause placement.

As human beings need to breathe they have to pause in order
to inhale at certain interval-s. The need for air is generally
satisfi-ed without conscious actions. V'Ie estimate that chunks
of. 1-2 seconds and inhalation pauses of about 0.5 seconds
allow convenient breathing. Clearly, breathing allows great
variation. Everybody has met persons who try to extend the
speech chunks and minimize the pauses in order to say as much

as possible, or to hol-d the floor.
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ft has also been observed that pauses often occur where there
is a major syntactic break (corresponding to a deep cut in the
syntactic tree), and thatr except for so called hesitation
pauses, pauses rarely occur between two words which belong
cl-osely together (corresponding to a shallo\d cut in the syn-
tactic tree) . There is no support for a simple theory that
pauses are introduced between the main constituents of the
sentence and that their duration is a function of the depth of
the cuts in the syntactic tree. The conclusion to draw seems

rather to be that chunk cuts are avoided between words which
belong closely together. Syntactic structure does not govern
chunking, but puts constraints on it. CIick experiments which
show that the cfick j-s erroneously }ocated at major syntactic
cuts rather than between words which are syntacticl-y coherent
seem to point in the same directíon. As an illustation of
syntactic closeness we will- mention the comL¡ination of a verb
and a following refJ-exive pronoun as in Adam avlägsnar+sig från
Eva. ("Adam dj-stances himself from Eva"), one of the sentences
which Commentator often produces. Cutting between avlägsnar
and sig would be most unnatural. AII other places seem accept-
ab1e, although for differer¡t reasons. A cut before avlägsnar
or Eva would seem to reflect the search for the proper word.

Lexical search, syntactic and textual planning are often
mentioned as the reasons for pauses, so caffed hesitatíon
pauses, filled or unfilled, rn the speech production model
envisaged in this paper sound.s are generally stored in a buffer
where they are given the proper intonational contours and stress
patterns. The pronunciation is t.herefore generalJ-y delayed to
allow context adjustments and varj-ous prosodic operations. This
delay also offers ways of explaining speech errors. The length
of the delay varies.

Hesitation pauses seem, however, to be direct (on-line) re-
flexes of searching or planning processes and at such moments

there is no deÌay. Whatever has been accumulated in the artic-
ulation or execution buffer is pronounced and the system ì-s

waiting for the next word.. While waiting (idling) some human

beings are silent, others prolong the l-ast sounds of the pre-
vious word or produce sounds, such as ah, eh, or repeat part
of the previous utterence. Hesítation pauses may occur anywhere,
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but as has been observed they seem to be more frequent before
lexical words than function v¡ords.

As to the i-nternal prosodic patterns within chunks, it has been
observed that sentence final sounds often are prolonged and
that the final pitch is low in declarative sentences. Non-
sentence fj-nal chunks may often also have final lengthenirrg and
rising pitch signaling incompleteness. As the Votrax only
allo\l/s the manipulation of pltch, not duratlon, we will not
go into more detail here (for detaíls of the Nordic Languages
see Gårding, Bruce & Bannert, 1978) .

In the approach to be presented in detail below we wilf de-
monstrate a two buffer model and a chunki-ng mechanism based on
the length of the chunk and syntactic structure. It allows
natural breathing and avoids unnatural cuts. After the pre-
sentation of this approach we will discuss variants and models
lvhere other factors may influence the final chunking and
pausing in speech.

A TWO BUFFER MODEL OF SPEECH PRODUCTION

The approach proposed in this paper presupposes two buffer
memories and trigger mechanisms for fil1ing, emptylng and
reading these buffers. The buffers work in series and are
called the current buffer and the execution buffer. The oper-
ation of such a system will be illustrated by using the length
of the chunck required as the primary trigger. Words are assumed
to be classi-fied as stressed or unstressed and by this differ-
ence the text will be dlvided into chunks generalfy containing
one or several stressed syllables and a greater number of un-
stressed syllables. These chunks are then given a rj-sing or
falling final pitch contour. A computer implementatj_on of this
text division method wiIl be discussed in some detail below.

As only pitch, not intensity, is avaifable in Votrax, pitch
must be used to signal stress. Unstressed words are assigned
pitch level 'l or lower, stressed words get 2 or higher on at
least one segment. Words are assumed to be inherently stressed
or unstressed as given in the lexicon and the divisj_on is
assumed to coíncide roughJ-y with the division into l_exical and
grammatical (functional) words often mentioned. In the restricted
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vocabulary of Commentator the following ill-ustrate 1exica11y
stressed words: Adam, Eve, vänster (left), höger (right),
porten (the gate), nära (close, near) , närma (siçl) (approach),
också (too), heller (either, neither) . The following words are
lexically unstressed: han (he) , hon (she), honom (him), henne
(her), den (it) , det (it) , om (if) , i (in) , till- (to) , och
(and) , men (but) , är (is). Inherentl-y unstressed words may

become stressed, e.g. by contrastíve stressing, and stressed
words may become unstressed.

As described above the verbalization processes of Commentator
produces one word at a time and for'each word delivered to the first
buffer (the current buffer) or the second. buffer (the execution
buffer) a number of variabl-es may be checked. If a sentence
termi-nation is signaled, rl/hatever has been accumul-ated in the
executiôn buffer is executed (pronounced) and the pitch of the
last segment is set at fow. If the number of the segments in
the chunk being accumulated in the execution buffer does DoL

exceed a certain l-imit a new word is only stored after the
others in the execution buffer. The duration of a sound in
Votrax is 0.1 second on the avarage. If the l-imit is set at
15 the system will deliver chunks about 1.5 seconds, r4rhich is
r^that \,¡e want- The l-ength of the chunks can be preseÈ in order
to simulate different i-ndividuals, speech styles or speech
disorders.

If the number of segments in the execution buffer exceeds the
Iimit the system proceeds to find out whether there is a

tight syntactj-c link between the last v¡ord and the following.
Such links (syntactic coherence) is signaled through the
process. If not the cut is made after the last v¡ord in the
buffer and the buffer is pronounced \rith a rising pitch on the
last sounds.

The short sentences produced by Commentator seem to require
short chunks. If the limit j-s set at 15 we would get the
following result (L= low pitch, H= high). The number of seg-
ments is also gíven.
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}. ADAIU Ä(N) 'rr(LL) VÄNSTER OM (H)

2. EVA.(L) (3)

3. HON A(R) TT(LL) HöGER OMl

POGER OM PORTEN/HORTEN. (I,) (19)
4. ADAM AVLÄGSNÀR SIG (H) (16)

5. FRÁ,N EVA. (L) (7)
6. HAN AVLÄGSNAR SIG(H) (15)
7. FRÂN PoRTEN oCKS,4,. (L) (14)

(16) Adam is to the left c¡f

Eve

She is to the righL of/
gight of the gate/the rate.
Adam is going away

from Eve.

He goes away

from the gate too.

The typical speech errors indicated by the slashes wifl be
commented on below.

EXPLAINING SPEECH ERRORS AND SOUND CHANGE

Speech errors may be classed as semantic, lexical, syntactic or
phonetic. semantic errors can be explained in the commentator
model as errors in verifying a proposition, e.g. estimating
the closeness when the proposition CLOSE (ADAM, EVE) is to be
tested. Lexical- errors can be explained as mistakes in picking
up the address of a lexical item. lnstead of picking up höger
(right) the word vänster (left, a semiantonym) stored on an
adjacent address is picked up and sent to the current buffer.
syntactic mistakes may occur as a result of mixing the contents
of memories used for storinq different constituents, forgetting
structural conditions etc. of course various other explanations,
including Freudian associations may also have to be evoked.

Phonetic errors, which are of greatest interest in this paper
may be context-free (spontaneous) or context-sensitive.
context-free errors consist of substituti-ons which do not depend
on any features in the context. context-sensitive errors are
traditionally divided ínto 1, progressive, 2. regressive and
3. ínversions (metathesis), These cases can Lle explained in our
model if \^/e assume the two buffers and some simple operational
mistakes in handling them.

rf a speaker says pöger instead of höger in the text iftustrated
we would have a regressive error. The p of porten is said to
influence its phonotactic equi-vafent in the preceding stressed
word of the text- As Merringer noted arready in rgg5,errors generarry
concern corresponding elements in stressed or unstressed
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syflables: the initial consonantaf constituent of a stressed
syllable is substituted for the initial consonant constituent
of another stressed syllable etc. Substituting the initial
parts of stressed syllabJ-es seems particuJ-arly frequent. If the
rrords are coded accordingly our model, where long strings of
sound.s are stored before pronunciation, offers simple ways of
explanation.

In terms of our model the regressive mistake may be explained
as a case where a sound. of the buffer is substituted or picked
up too soon for pronunciation.

If a speaker says horten instead of porten in the text il-l-us-
trated, we would say that he has made a progressive error. In
terms of our model- the speaker has then replaced a later con-
sonant in the buffer.

If a person says pöger om horten he is said to have produced
an inversion of h and p. In terms of our mod.el sr:ch a mistal<e
may come about if the two mistakes mentj_oned are both at $¡ork.

Models of speech errors often assume mistakes ín reading buffer
memories, although they do not generalty describe the procedure
as detailed as we have done, raÈrích in fact al_fows us to simufate
speech errors by a computer program. The serial two buffer
nodel seems to have advantages compared to the competing
parallel buffers asumed by Baars (1980). Although several pro-
cesses may go on at the same time,cf Kempen & Hoenkamp {1982)
it seems less natural to assume that the same activity e.g.
pronunciation is carried out tentatively with two (or several)
processes using several buffer memories, whose contents are
then sometimes erroneously mixed.

Most explanations of speech errors assume an unconscious or a

conscious monitoring of contents of the buffers used during the
speech process. This monltoring may also resuft j_n sound
changes as the speaker may want to adjust his pronunciation to
a new norm. There are severaf places in the Commentator where
sound changes may be introduced. Some changes may correspond
to changes in the hardware (Votrax). Changes may be brought
about in the execution buffer, deleting unstressed vowels, etc.
Changes may be brought about in the execution buffer as a

resuft of monitoring compari-ng its contents to norms in ways
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resembling word processing systems which apply automatic
spelling correction, Sound changes may be brought about by
changing the phonetic representation of one or several words
in the lexicon (lexicaf diffusion).

The chunking shown above often attaches unstressed words to the
end of stressed words. rt is natural to associate this encli.Lic
Lruffer procedure with enclitic processes characteristic of
language change. Our 2-buffer model attaches unstressed pro-
nouns, auxilliaries and particles to the preceding word (de-
leting word boundaries). Historical encfitic processes often
consist of attaching such function words, reducing their shape
and sometimes turning them into inflectional morphemes. The
definite articl-es are wefl-known examples from the Nordic
languages. The deveropment of the passivei' the Nordic languages
is also a result of enclitic attachment of the reflexive pro-
noun to the verb: kallas<kaf lask<Lq1.!ÈEi_b<Eêl-l_a slS. In our
sample text nära den may result in the enclitic form nära-n
and vänster om in vänstrom. The place and domain of enclitic
phonological reduction or deletion rules seems to be the exec-
utive buffer.

The idea of packing words in a buffer before they are pronounced.
is reminiscent of an interesting proposal put forward by
Lindblom et al. (r976l- in order to exprain the inverse rel-ation
between segment duration and number of segments in the utterance
lindblcrn assumes that segments are packed in a buffer where
they are compressed before being uttered. The more segments
inserted in the buffer the more they are compressed. This holds
for aÌl- segments except the 1ast, whlch keep their inherent
duration and therefore seem to be longer than the others.
According to Lindbl-om one should therefore tafk about non-
final shortening instead of final lengthening.

Li.ndbrom associ-ateshis buf fer wi-th short term memory, a central
concept in psychology. The capacity of his buffer of pronun_
ciation is assumed to be a few syllables which, however, seems
Lo be bel-ow the size generally assumed for short tern memory.
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COMPUTER IMPLEMENTATION

The ideas presented above have been implemented on a micro-
computer as an addition to the Commentator program. The
Commentator program will not be presented here, as it can be
found efsewhere,Sigurd (1983) and Fornell (1983). We wiIl l-imit
oursel-ves to presentation of the fragment relevant to pronun-
ciation (see Appendix).

The words are represented as data, illustrated in lines 3001-
3014, The first figure gives the number of items, and the
following pairs of numbers are the code numbers of the speech
sounds accordinq to the Votrax manual and the pitch required
for that sound (0-3) . The pitch (stress) pattern of a \^/ord
can be ídentified by reading e\,ery other figure starting from
the third.

Lines 2005, 2020 illustrate how the lexical numbers given by
the Commentator to the vãriable U make diffcrent data lincs
available for reading. Llnes 2050-2070 read the sound and
pitch numbers into the current buffer (81 ) . Line 2064 raises
the pitch of a pitch segment, if the contrastive flag (C6)

has been set previously by the verbaÌizing program. Line 2068

sets the flag if a ful1 stop (62) has been entered into 81.
Line 2063 shows how a sound change L1>L2 may be introduced
in the system.

Line 2075 checks whether the sentence has ended. If not the
content of the current buffer is passed on to the executive
buffer by the subroutine 2080-2090. If the number of segments
in the execution buffer (ö) exceeds the preset limit (C9) the
variable marking syntactic adherence has to be checked (2078-91
If cutting is allowed the execution buffer j-s sent
to pronunciation. Lines 2100-2115 place sound numbers in S

and pitch numbers in P. Line 2117 adds a switch-off signal (63)
If the last segment number is found to be 62 (sentence termi-
nation, full stop) the pitch of the last sound is lowered,
otherwise raised (21201. Line 2122 shows another place for
sound change. Lines 2200-2228 handle the pronunciation through
the interface and the Votrax.

Speech errors may be simulated by copying a sound of one buffer
into the other buffer, interchanging within a buffer or reading
mistakes as described before.
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The resulting pronunciation gives intelligible words and

prosodic chunksr but the interchunk and intrachunk prosodic
quality is far from perfect. The prosodic chunks and the pauses

may be given variable duration .simulating more or less hesitant
speakers. The pitch levels may be varied and different triggers
set during the verbalization process may be used to control
pitch. After some experimentation we know that j-t is easy to
si¡nul-ate many kinds of speech disorders. But it is indead very
difficult to simulate normal speech.
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APPENDIX

2O0O ÎF Ut>2Ot THEÀI Uå=U*-2O8 : GOSUB 2020 : RETURN
2001 lF Ut>IOt THEN UC=U*-lOt : GOSUB 20tO : RBTURN
2005 oN ut REsroRE 3001,3OO2,3003,3004,3O05,3006,3007,3008,3009,30r0 : cosuB 2osO : RETURN
2OlO ON ut RESTORE 30rr,3012,30Ì3,3014,3015,3016,30t7,3018,30r9.3020 ¡ GOSUB 205O ! RETURN
2O2O ON Ut RESTORE 3O2r, 3022, 3023, 3024, 3025, 3026, 3027, 3O2A, 3029,3030. 3O3r : GosuB 2050 : RETURN
2O5O REÀD N3 : REM FILL BI(CURRENT BUFFER)
2060 FOR .t8=I* TO Nt STEP 2t
2062 READ Brt(JS),Btt(J8+tt)
2063 IF Blt(.rt)=Llt THEN Btt(,rt)=L2*
2064 fF C6t=tt THEN BrS(.rg+lg)=Bl*(J8+lt)+l? : c6t=ot : REM rNCREÀSE prrcH rF co
NTRAST VÀRIÀBLE SET (C6T)
2068 IF Blt(,Jt)=62 THEN Plt=1 : REM FLAG IF STOP IN Bl
2O7O NEXT ,Jt : REÀD À$ : S5S=S5S+ÀS
2072 I=RND I IF R5<I THBN B2t(l)=Blt(1) : REM RE.CRESSM SPEECH ERROR SIMUTJÀTIO
N
2074 GOSUB 2O8O : REM 82 FILL
2075 IF Plt=I THEN GOSUB 2IOO : plt=O I RETURN : REM PRONOUNCE IF SfOp tN Bl
2O7A ÎF öT<C9 THEN RETURN : REM IF NOT TOO LONG CHUNK RETURN
2079 rF Àrt=l THEN Àlt=o8 : RETURN ELSE cosuB 2100 : RETURN : REM rF syNTÀcrrc A
DHERENCE RETURIiI ELSE CHI'ÑK
2O8O FOR Jt=It TO N* : REM FILLS 82 FRoM BL WHTCH rs EMPrÌED
2082 ör=öt+tr ¡ B28(ö*¡=s1g1Jt) : Blt(.rr)=08
2085 NEXT ,ft : Bl*=0*
2O9O RETT.]RN
2IOO FoR,JT=II To öI STEP 2 : REM REÀDS NUMBERS rNTo soUND(s) ÀND PITCH(P) REGI9
TERS
2IO5 v*=VS+1*
2106 st(vt)=B2t(,ts) : Pt(vt)=B28(Js+I) : B28(.r*)=ot ¡ B2t(.rr+1r)=ot
2ll5 NEXI Jt : öt=Ot
2II7 T=RND ! IF I>F9 THEN ST(V*+TI)=63 : REM SWITCHOFF I'NLESS FLOORHOLDER
2T2O fE St(VS)=62 THEN P3(V8-Ig)=O EI,SE P8(VI.1T)=2 : REM Í,O¡.¡ER]NG PITCH ÀT DND
OF SENTENCE(62) ELSE RÀISING
2122 ÎF st(vt)=Ltt THEN St(v8)=r,2C
22OO OUT 1,133 : FOR Jt=l TO Vt+It : REM UîTÀL
2210 K8=INP(O) : lF Kt<>254t THEN 22lO
22L5 oul Or,st(Jt), 2*, Pt(J8)
2217 ÍF sg=l THEN r st(,rt)":'pt(,Jt),

OUT 3,I: OUT 3,O: OUT 3,1
NE)Cr,tt: B2t=08
Vt=Ol : FOR Z=l TO P5t : NE)cr z : RETURÀT

BÂDÀ'. : REM LEXTKON

2220
2225
222A
300I
3002
3003
3004
300 5
3006
3007
3008
3009
30lo
30r I
301 2
30r 3
3014

DÀTÀ 8,14,
DATA 6,27,
DÀTÀ 8,2t,
DAAA 6,27,
DÀTÀ 6,6,2, t5
DÀTÀ 2, O, O, "

,3
ÃR

DATÀ
DÀTÀ
DÀTÀ
DÀTÀ
DATÀ
DÀTÀ
DÀTÀ
DÀTÀ

4,42,O,9,0,tr TrLL "
ro, 27, 2, 5A, O, 28. O, 35, O, 43, t,', HöGER "
Lg, 2L, 2, L5, 2, 24, 1, 47, O, 2A, O, 31, O, 13, 1, 50, O, 43, t, . ÀvLÄcsNÀR "4,3r,0,6,1, " src "
a, 29, O, 43, t, 52, 1, Ì3, 0, " FRÂN "
14, 73, 2, 47, 2, 43, O, 12, l, 50, O, 3t, O, 42, 7, " N¡iRMÀST "
L4, t5, 2, 2, O, r3, O, 3t, t, 42, O, 35, t, 43, t, " vilNsrER,,
12, L3, 2, 47 . I, 43, 0, t2. I, 50, o, 43, 1, " NÄRì4ÀR "

2,53
0,50
2,30
o, 22

2
I

I

,30
,13
,50
,13
50,

,7,49,O,
,0," ¡tAN "
,L,L2,O ,'ADÀM,'
,0," HON "
t," EVÀ "
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